Request for Special Temporary Authority
Nashville License Holdings, LLC (“Lambert”), licensee of WNAB(DT), Nashville,
Tennessee, herein requests Special Temporary Authority as necessary to allow its current
ATSC 1.0 programming streams to be hosted on other stations in the Nashville, Tennessee
market.
WNAB(DT) plans to commence ATSC 3.0 operations from its current facility. The
station will serve as an ATSC 3.0 lighthouse station and will transmit ATSC 3.0
programming streams for other in-market stations as well as for itself. To ensure that
viewers continue to receive all current WNAB(DT) programming in ATSC 1.0, the station
plans to transition its current primary ATSC 1.0 – 30.3 CW programming to WKRN(TV),
which is owned by Nexstar Media Group, Inc. (“Nexstar”). The stream will retain its PSIP
58.1 virtual channel number pursuant to Annex B.1.7 of ATSC A/321:2016 (as
incorporated in the Commission’s rules in Section 73.8000).
Additionally, in order to ensure no loss of over-the-air programming to the general
public, Lambert will transition WNAB(DT)’s three secondary/multicast program streams to
another station in the market and will maintain the PSIP virtual channels for those streams
pursuant to Annex B.1.7 of ATSC A/321:2016 (as incorporated in the Commission’s rules
in Section 73.8000). Specifically, Lambert will move WNAB(DT)’s ATSC 1.0
subchannels – 30.4 Stadium, 30.5 Charge! and 30.6 Dabl – to WTVF(DT), Nashville,
Tennessee, which is owned by Scripps Broadcasting Holdings LLC. WTVF(DT) will
accommodate WNAB(DT)’s three ATSC 1.0 programming streams along with
WTVF(DT)’s existing ATSC 1.0 primary and secondary multicast program streams. For
clarity, WNAB(DT)’s multicast channels will be hosted in 1.0 as follows:
Network

RF Channel of 1.0
Host(s)

Virtual Channel
(No Change)

Stadium

36.6

58.2

Charge!

36.7

58.3

Dabl

36.8

58.4

To the extent necessary, Lambert respectfully requests Special Temporary
Authority to move its ATSC 1.0 channel streams to host stations as described above.

Lambert also requests that the virtual channel mapping for the WNAB(DT) ATSC 1.0
channel streams as described above appear on the face of any license(s) issued based on the
instant application.

